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Abstract. Personal area networks such as home or small office LANs are usually more vulnerable to cyber-attacks than
those with dedicated support staff and the ability to invest consistently in security defenses. In this paper we propose
leveraging physical characteristics of these personal area networks in order to enable non-technical individuals to
secure their networks or at least be aware that their devices have been compromised. Our proposal leverages records of
location for mobile devices, proximity authentication, and individual homophily. In this work, we summarize previous
studies on securing personal networks, proximity authentication, and software attestation. We then present a
preliminary design for the detection of and recovery from infection for personal area networks. Limitations and future
work are also discussed.
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Introduction

With the improvement in affordability of many electronic devices, small-scale networks are commonly
constructed in home and small office environments. The term “personal area network” (or “PAN”) usually
refers to a local, connected group of personal devices. These devices may include laptop computers,
personal digital assistants (PDA), palmtops, and cell phones [1]. The boundary of PAN is the area
physically covered by the wireless network and/or the central server. Previous network members (e.g.
laptops and phones) may leave and re-enter the network multiple times.
Unlike larger networks that are dominated by wired connections, devices in personal area networks are
normally connected by wireless protocols, such as Wi-Fi (802.11) or Bluetooth (802.15). It has been
documented that wireless networks tend to be more vulnerable than wired networks [2].
While significant research has been performed on inter-PAN network security, little attention has been
paid to security issues inside a personal area network. PAN environments are unique for two reasons.
First, most personal area networks have clear physical boundaries and basic access controls. For
instance, all participating personal devices are at some time in the home, so that only the residents (and
possibly a few guests) have physical access to the devices.
Second, the ownership of personal area networks (including all devices) is unitary. As a consequence,
the device owner has an incentive to protect the security of the network. At the same time, the owner is
unlikely to be skilled in computer networking. Therefore techniques designed for personal area networks
need to be highly automated with minimum human interference embedded in the interactions, and should
fully leverage the geographical information inherently provided by a personal area network.
The purpose of this work is to design a security protocol specifically for personal area networks. This
protocol incorporates proximity authentication, collaborative rating, and software attestation, but it is not a
simple combination of the above techniques. Protocol phases are carefully designed and adjusted to meet
the security needs of personal area network devices. This proposal builds on physical location, particularly
co-location and proximity authentication of the devices. Following proximity authentication, the proposed
design also uses Bluetooth, leveraging the inherent distance limitations of Bluetooth. Other proximity
authentication methods are equally applicable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work on personal network,
proximity authentication, and software attestation. Section 3 defines the threat model, enumerating the
threats which the proposal is designed to mitigate. Section 4 discusses the assumptions underlying the
protocol design. Section 5 provides an overview of the components of the design, including participants.
Section 6 provides details of the proposed protocol with an example consisting of three devices. Section 7
summarizes our findings, and concludes the paper.
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Related Work

2.1

Personal Networks

As electronic devices become even more affordable, it is common for homes to contain an increasing
number and diversity of digital devices with a small-scale network shared amongst them. Bisdikian et al.
[1] introduced the notion of “wireless personal area network (WPAN)”, which includes various types of
personal wearable or handheld devices such as laptop computers, personal digital assistants (PDA),
palmtops, cell phones, etc. These authors also pointed out that WPAN differs from traditional wireless local
networks (WLAN) in network size, implementation cost, usability, and power consumption. The definition
of “personal area network” assumes that all networked devices are within a short distance, typically within
10 meters. Furthermore, IEEE 802.15 [3] defines the characteristics of WPAN.
To connect personal area networks (PANs) that are geographically distributed, a personal network (PN)
can be established [4]. The definition of PN relies on the idea of pervasive computing. The design of PN,
however, is not merely an extension of PAN. Mechanisms such as addressing, routing, and authentication
need to be implemented. Extending PN, Hoebeke et al. proposed a “personal network federation” (or “PNF”), which enables device linkage between different personal networks [5]. PN-F addresses secure
communication needs within a common interest group, such as family members, classmates, and
colleagues. In addition to the proposed scheme, the author also discussed several designed challenges, such
as membership management, application support, and system maintenance.
Network security and user privacy concerns are also increasing with the proliferation of personal
networks. These concerns generally focus on untrusted inter-PAN web traffic. Jacobsson et al. proposed a
secure PN mechanism that ensures anonymity by encryption and MAC or IP address change after certain
intervals [6]. Social activities, such as device lending or sharing, were also considered. Patrikakis et al.
analyzed typical threats in personal networks and introduced a trust model over personal networks [7,8]. In
their design information needed for authentication was treated differently than sensitive data like user
preference. A central server was established in this scheme for device registration and group key
distribution. In addition, networked device status needs to be reported so that malicious users and devices
can be detected. Our work is different from their design for a much smaller network range, and therefore
different assumptions and techniques are proposed. For example, since all networking devices are within a
certain physical range, we do not consider inter-PAN network traffic, which requires further encryptions.
We also consider issues of usability, social context and social engineering.
2.2

Proximity Authentication

Significant research has been performed on authentication between network devices within a short distance.
These approaches typically rely on inherent physical constraints. McCune et al. [9] proposed a mechanism
that establishes a trusted channel between camera-phones by integrating public keys in 2D barcodes.
Rasmussen et al. [10] introduced a proximity-based protocol to authenticate remote access for medical
devices that are implanted in patients’ body. This approach relies on the speed of sound, which is a
constant. In addition, Cai et al. [11] proposed a mechanism that verifies when communication devices are
co-located. This approach requires more than one antenna in the verifier, and is based on the relationship
between signal parameters and distance.
The proximity-based authentication system, Amigo [12], relies on a mechanism that verifies co-located
mobile devices by generating digital signatures from wireless radio strength, and then comparing the
remote signature with the local one. Similar radio strengths indicate that two devices are within a short
distance. Based on a similar idea, another proximity-based authentication system, Ensemble [13], relies on
variation in radio signal strengths to determine physical proximity; trusted third parties (e.g. MP3 players,
laptop computers) are included in this approach to monitor the security channel establishment and help
verifiers prove authentication.

2.3

Software Attestation

Ensuring software execution on untrusted platforms is not the research contribution of this work. We
recognize this as a distinct research challenge while building on the advances of others. There are two
fundamental approaches to software attestation with the difference being the assumption of the (non)
existence of a TCP. Seshadri et al. introduced Pioneer [14], a software attestation protocol that validates
the execution of codes on an untrusted platform, even though malicious codes may be on the machine. For
embedded systems such as smart phones, SWATT [15] was proposed to detect malicious memory changes
in embedded systems caused by viruses, Trojan horses, etc. The SWATT technique does not require prior
authentication on the verified phone memory. Two types of attacks against these software-based attestation
protocols were suggested [16]. To conquer these attacks, Jakobsson et al. [17] designed a new attestation
protocol that evaluates both active applications in the memory and inactive programs that have been
swapped out.
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Threat Model

The primary threat to personal area network security is infection by malicious software (Malware). A
number of malware types have been reported. Malware can be characterized by its payloads, targets, and
mechanism for propagation.
Malware payloads refer to the primary actions taken [18] by active malware or the damage caused by
malicious code [19]. Different types of malware may vary significantly in their payloads. For example,
certain computer viruses (such as the well-known Melissa [20] and Iloveyou [21] viruses) were designed to
tamper with users’ files and/or operating systems. An example of the most destructive computer viruses
would be CIH [22], which is capable of overwriting the BIOS on victims’ computers. In addition to
unauthorized modification on file systems, some malware steal data from the victims’ computer. As an
example, Schlegel et al. proposed Soundcomber [23], a context-aware sound Trojan that steals sensitive
information from smartphones. Additionally, adware and spyware are often included as part of a software
installation package [24]. Adware displays commercial advertisements and spyware monitors system
surreptitiously, forwarding the collected information to third-parties. Botnet is an important type of
malware. Instead of infecting a single machine, the botnet master can control thousands of bots. By
directing a large number of infected machines, attacks originated from a botnet are often powerful. Typical
malicious activities from botnets include DDoS attacks [25], email spams [26], etc.
Propagation mechanisms have also been used to categorize malware. Among all malware types,
computer viruses and worms attract the most public attention. Generally, when a computer virus is
executed, it replicates itself and spreads to uninfected files. Compared to viruses, worms are more active in
propagation. In addition to self-replication, worms are capable of automatically detecting system
vulnerabilities and infecting victim machines autonomously [27]. This characteristic leads to different
propagation media for viruses and worms. According to recent studies, removable storage (such as CD,
DVD, flash disks), emails and online downloads are the primary entry points [28] for viruses, while online
transmission is a critical part in the propagation of worms.
It is much easier than many people would believe for malware infection. In fact, malware threats to
mobile devices, especially smartphones, arise with the enhancement on device functionalities. It has been
documented that the capabilities of web browsing, online messaging (e.g. send and receive multimedia
emails or instant messages), reading flash-memory cards, or communicating by Bluetooth radios may all
lead to vulnerabilities [29]. In other words, every machine faces a unique and wide range of possible
malware attacks.
It has been reported that malware targeting on mobile devices has increased in recent years. According
to the malicious mobile threat report published by Juniper Networks on May 2011 [30], the number of
unique malware variants targeting the Android platform has increased by 400% since summer 2010.
Malware detected on Nokia Symbian and Windows Mobile still dominate mobile malware according to the
Jupiter sample database.
In addition to malware propagation, public recognition of malware threats remain insufficient. As shown
in many forum posts, smartphone users do not realize that their phones need antivirus software just like

computers. In fact, mobile devices are often more vulnerable to attackers than desktop computers. First, the
mobile users are often considered more economically valuable targets. As the mobile applications and
functionalities proliferate, more information is stored on the phones. Greater incentives are therefore
created for malware development and distribution. Second, antivirus software is less well developed for
mobile devices. Compared to antivirus programs developing for PCs, software functionality is preliminary
or limited on phones. Furthermore, more malware is run in the background, which makes it difficult to
detect, without the help of antivirus software.
In order to understand malware distribution, some researchers focused on the scale of machine
subversion. In [31], Eeten et al. proved by a large-scale experiment and argued for Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) as good control points for botnet mitigation. We agree that this is necessary but it is not
sufficient. In our work, we propose that the malware mitigation could be augmented within personal area
networks. We argue that this goal is achievable by incorporating collaborative rating and software
attestation into our protocol design. The design problem is different for a PAN. We describe in Section 5
leverage the technical heterogeneity and user homophily.
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Assumptions

We made the following assumptions in our work.
 A1. Machines in a PAN are not infected simultaneously.
The proposed solution can only apply if the infection of a machine is not determined by the location of
that machine. That is to say, in a home or personal network with x devices, the likelihood of subversion for
these devices is independent. This is particularly the case in a typical home environment where there is
significant heterogeneity in device models in the home. For example, individuals are less likely than firms
or organizations to dispose of a machine simply because it has non-standard or dated capacities. PAN
networks may include phones, laptops, desktops, eReaders, and a single router or server.
 A2. Power limits are not a concern in the home itself.
That is, when a mobile device is at its home, it is easy to plug in. Power consumption is a constraint in
most cases when security protocols are designed for mobile networks. Because we are focusing on the
home, the consumption of power is not such a limiting factor.
 A3. There is a transport layer that is shared to some degree. In other words, each device has the
knowledge of other devices.
In the case there is not a shared transport layer, we assume the ability of a machine to sense the behavior
of other participants through interactions during a re-introduction phase of the protocol. Devices are also
required to share state.
 A4. There is a pattern or patterns of interaction generally on a daily or weekly basis.
Please note we assume that there are at least two devices in the constructed personal area network. The
interactions among devices roughly follow certain patterns, particularly if proximity is considered an
interaction. The interaction patterns between the devices can create or predict the context. For example, if
an individual’s daily schedule ends at 10pm, then a device login at 1am is particularly suspicious. If there
are two devices, there is usually also a management device (router or bus). Notice that this depends on the
colocation of the devices. For instance, when none of the mobile devices is present, the desktop should be
inactive.
 A5. There is limited human capacity but there is the incentive enough to motivate set-up, interaction,
and recovery.
An initial configuration is needed when constructing personal networks, while very little human
interaction is expected afterwards. Each device in the personal network would be incorporated into the

network with human interaction. We do not want authentications to run automatically when a new
participant is added. Introductions are based on proximity authentication. Authentication is automatic when
a known participant returns to the network. Humans engage in introduction and recovery only. Reintroductions and evaluations are handled by the machines.
 A6. Mobile devices are aware of their own locations and reintroduce themselves when returning to the
home area network.
Considering the mobile nature of some devices in personal networks, it is necessary that mobile devices
are given unique IDs so that linking authentication requests is possible. However, depending on time
disconnected and probability of connection to external networks, the investment in authentication may
change when a mobile device leaves and returns.
 A7. There is a limited period upon initial introduction during which devices are either trustworthy or can
be made trustworthy with self-audit.
We argue that self-recovery is possible and can be automated once initiated by a human. The recovery
task may be accomplished by a third-party recovery service. In our protocol, the self-recovery is executed
from the central server which we will introduce later.
 A8. The central server is trusted.
Comparing to mobile devices, security measures on servers are more common. In addition, given the
fact that the central server is responsible for proximity authentication, collaborative rating, and possible
device recovery, the individual would have a strong incentive to protect the security of the central server.
Note that we begin with a central server design and move to a distributed solution.
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Protocol Design

5.1

Central Server Model: Participating Parties

Three parties are included in this protocol, the central server, the claimant and the verifier(s). Given that
personal area networks are often implemented within relatively small ranges and with clear physical
boundaries (e.g. home or office), we assume that communications among mobile devices and servers are
trusted.
The central server is in charge of mobile device management. Specifically, a database is maintained on
the server. It contains devices’ physical addresses (for example, MAC addresses of WLAN or Bluetooth
adapters), presence information of mobile devices (for example, records on entering and leaving the
network), and collaborative rating results. Considering the importance of data transmission and storage to
authentication, we recommend that the central server is located near the mobile devices. In addition, due to
security concerns and data transmission rates, multiple personal networks should not share a central server.
The claimant is a mobile device that is being verified by other mobile participants. Each mobile device
can be distinguished by its physical address, and it is also possible to include a secret message in the
identification process. Note that being a claimant in a verification transaction does not exclude a device
from being a verifier in another transaction. In our design, the data integrity of a mobile participant will be
verified when the device enters a personal network, and on a pre-set frequency (for example, every two
hours) afterwards.
In our design, the verifier(s) refer to one or more mobile participants that examine the identity and data
integrity of the claimant. We require that at least one verifier presents in the network before the verification
process starts. By observing the amount of the claimant’s inbound and outbound data, deviation from
historical patterns, the response to attestation challenges, each verifier submits a score to the central server,
indicating the level of confidence that the claimant device has been subverted. No further action is taken
until a final verification result is generated on the central server.

5.2

Protocol Phases

For the purpose of simplicity and clarity, we begin with a proposal that includes a central server. We then
propose that authentications could also be accomplished without the central server. There are four
components to the protocol: an introduction phase, a run phase, a reintroduction phase, and a recovery
phase.
In the introduction phase we choose a proximity authentication. This authentication process ensures that
the device actually locates within the house range. Specifically, a challenge is generated by the central
server, and passed to the mobile device. The mobile device then responds to the central server. The mobile
device will not be granted full network access unless it passes the test. Normally, these challenges rely on
physical constraints and/or mathematical hardness. We therefore argue that it is infeasible for an outside
attacker to pass this test.
In the reintroduction phase, mobile devices need to prove to the central server that they have been
registered before. We base this phase on the design that each mobile device keeps historical keys for a
period of time under a proper key management protocol. It is therefore possible to identify an old device by
validating previous authentication information. Specifically, the central server generates a historical
challenge such as a previous assigned key index. To pass this test, the mobile device searches for a
previous key with the index, and sends the hash value of the key back to the server. After validation of the
previous communication key, the server continues with a proximity authentication. After the device passes
both history and proximity tests, a new communication key will be assigned by the central server, and the
device database will be updated accordingly.
In the run phase the mobile devices audit each other in two ways. First, each device attests to the other
that it has not changed state. Second, since historical activities have been recorded for each participating
device, the transmissions of the devices could then be compared to past transmissions and states after
reintroduction. If significant and sudden deviations are detected, then the recovery phase is entered. We
base this phase on software attestation. Specifically, an application is installed on each mobile device, and
performs scheduled verification tasks even if malicious programs are executed. The application is dedicated
to check the memory status, as well as inbound and outbound network traffic. Results from the application
will be shared with verifiers and the central server and be considered as a strong indication of whether a
claimant has been subverted.
The recovery phase is focused on the repair of machine or malware infection. In the first implementation
of our protocol we assume that this is a central server in the network to assist in recovery. In later
instantiations recovery is addressed as a socio-technical challenge when the human is directed to implement
recovery using a set of hard-wired external systems for that process. Majority voting by devices is required
with per device risk assessment of other devices. Malicious reports on other devices’ behaviors initiate
automatic or human-driven recovery.
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Example of Implementation

In this section, we propose a sample implementation of our security protocol. Please note that there are
other possible technologies that may be utilized to achieve the security goal of the protocol. For example, in
proximity authentication, the 2D challenge could be substituted by technologies such as Bluetooth pairing.
Two sets of cryptographic keys are utilized in this implementation: the public/private keys used to
initialize symmetric keys and short-term symmetric keys. Each participant (verifier or claimant) holds a
long-term public key. At the beginning of our protocol, the central server and the new mobile device need
to exchange their public keys with the SSL or MQV protocol. While short-term symmetric keys are used in
attestation message encryptions, long-term public keys are needed in both symmetric key generation and
digital signatures.
In the introduction phase, the mobile device first submits its MAC address to the central server over the
Wi-Fi connection. Upon receipt of the message, the server starts with a proximity authentication algorithm
such as the so-called “Seeing-is-believing” algorithm, which was designed by McCune et al. [9]. In this
example the server generates a 2D challenge (or displays an unchanged 2D bar code), and the mobile
device uses its camera to capture the 2D code. Regarding the mechanism of proximity authentication, we

propose that a nonce and the hash value of the server’s public key should be included. For 2D the mobile
device would then respond to the server with a message ‘hiding’ in the 2D bar code. To prevent fake
responses from eavesdropping attackers, the new device also attaches the hash value from the response
message, which can be generated by a message authentication code (MAC) algorithm with the long-term
public key of the mobile device. After proximity authentication, the central server adds a new entry to the
device database, and assigns the symmetric key to the device with a MAC result of that message to ensure
information integrity. The entire process of this phase is illustrated in Figure 1. Notations that we use in the
figures are summarized in Table 1.

Notation
Kpub-serv/ Kpub-dev
Kprv-serv/ Kprv-dev
Adrsdev
Kdev,time
Hash
Nonce
Timestamp

Table 1. Notations in the Protocol Figures
Explanation
Public key of the server/ a mobile device
Private key of the server/ a mobile device
Physical address of a device
Symmetric key which allocates to a device
at a certain time
Hash function
Cryptographic nonce
Current system time

Central Server

Mobile Device
Kpub-dev
Kprv-dev

Primary Purpose
Symmetric key allocation
Symmetric key allocation
Device identification
Attestation message
encryption
Prevent message forgery
Ensure message freshness
Ensure message freshness

Key Exchange (Kpub-dev, Kpub-serv)

Kpub-serv
Kprv-serv

Kpub-serv(Kprv-dev (Adrsdev))
2D code (nonce, hash(Kpub-serv))
Kpub-serv(Kprv-dev (nonce))

Kpub-dev (Kdev,time, nonce, timestamp),
hash(Kdev,time)
Fig. 1. Introduction Phase

In the reintroduction phase, the central server first searches in the database for previous keys which have
been assigned to the device in the past. The server then asks the device to send back the hash value of a key
that was assigned at a particular point in time. The mobile device then looks up the particular symmetric
key indicated in the challenge and attaches a hash value of the key in its response. The server compares the
hash value with the previously stored information and decides if the mobile device has entered into the
network before. In addition, similar to the introduction phase, the reintroduction phase then performs a
proximity authentication and verifies the response regarding the 2D bar code. A new key is generated and
assigned when both historical and proximity authentications have completed. The reintroduction phase is
shown in Figure 2.

Central Server

Mobile Device
Kpub-dev
Kprv-dev

Kprv-dev (Adrsdev)

Kpub-serv
Kprv-serv

Kpub-dev(Kprv-serv (key index, nonce))
Kpub-serv(Kprv-dev (keydev,index))
2D code (nonce, hash(Kpub-serv))
Kpub-serv(Kprv-dev (nonce))

Kpub-dev (Kdev,time, nonce, timestamp),
hash(Kdev,time))
Fig. 2. Re-introduction Phase

Figure 3 shows the run phase in our recommended implementation. Specifically, we apply a
collaborative rating algorithm [32] on the run phase of the protocol. Each mobile device provides the
attestation message, which may include recent application activities, inbound and outbound network traffic
information to verifiers (by default, all other mobile devices in the network) and a timestamp. The device to
be tested also needs to send a hash value of the attestation message generated by MAC with its symmetric
key. The verifiers compare the provided information with previous ‘experience’ with the device. A score
indicating the probability of a device being subverted is then sent to the central server. The hash value of
the attestation message also needs to be forwarded to the central server to prevent masquerade and replay
attacks. After evaluating all ratings from devices, the central server decides if a recovery phase is entered.
In the recovery phase a special application is sent to the suspicious device to remove possible malware on
the mobile device. This package should be transferred to the target machine by appropriate transport layer
protocols, such as SSL. We argue that this self-recovery phase is feasible, and the execution of the recovery
application could be guaranteed. While our application is protected by software attestation, and therefore
can run without interference of malware, a self-recovery application can be sent to suspicious devices. This
application should scan the suspicious device and determine the nature of repairs that needs to be
undertaken before the actual work.

Mobile Device
#1

Mobile Device
#2

Kdev1,time

Central Server

Kdev2,time
Adrsdev1, attestation, timestamp1,
MACKdev1,time (msg1)

Kdev2(Score, Adrsdev1, timestamp2),
MACKdev1,time (msg1)

Adrsdev2, attestation, timestamp3,
MACKdev2,time (msg2)

Kdev1(Score, Adrsdev2, timestamp4),
MACKdev2,time (msg2)

Fig. 3. Collaborative Rating (with server)

In addition, we propose that mobile device verification can also be performed without a central server, as
shown in Figure 4. This process is based on the assumption that each device knows public keys for all other

devices. This phase also starts with sending out attestation messages from one device to the rest of the
PAN. Instead of sending scores to the central server, the verifier then sends the score with its digital
signature on a hash value of the message to all other mobile participants. After this sharing process, scores
may be generated by any one of the other devices.

Mobile Device
#1

Mobile Device
#2

Kpub’-dev1
Kprv’-dev1

Mobile Device
#3

Kpub’-dev2
Kprv’-dev2

Kpub’-dev3
Kprv’-dev3

Key Exchange (Kpub’-dev1, Kpub’-dev2, Kpub’-dev3)
Kprv’-dev1 (Adrsdev1, attestation,
timestamp)

Kprv’-dev2 (Adrsdev2, attestation,
timestamp)

Kprv’-dev1 (Adrsdev1, attestation, timestamp)
Kprv’-dev2 (Adrsdev2, attestation,
timestamp)

Kprv’-dev3 (Adrsdev3, attestation,
timestamp)

Kprv’-dev3 (Adrsdev3, attestation, timestamp)
Kprv’-dev1 (Score, Adrsdev2, timestamp)
Kprv’-dev3 (Score, Adrsdev2, timestamp)
Kprv’-dev1 (Score, Adrsdev3, timestamp)

Kprv’-dev2 (Score, Adrsdev1, timestamp)

Kprv’-dev1 (Score, Adrsdev3, timestamp)

Kprv’-dev3 (Score, Adrsdev1, timestamp)

Fig. 4. Collaborative Rating (without server)

In this protocol anomaly detection relies on collaborative ratings from other mobile devices. We base
this method on the observation that mobile devices owned by a single individual (or friends in a social
network) tend to be similar in many ways (for example, the applications installed, the web browsing
patterns, etc.). We analyzed the browsing history of over 1,000 college students that live in the same
dormitory [33]. The subjects were selected for their homogeneity in order to mimic a social network. We
finally showed that for a highly homogeneous network (with more than 5 participants), more than 95% of
websites have been visited in the past. Therefore, if the previous activities of a claimant device are not
available, the verifier may still generate a score by comparing its previous pattern with that of the claimant,
while the predictability of human behavior has previously been seen as an obstacle. (e.g. in password
generation [34]). In this case we leverage predictability and seek randomness or change as identifiers.
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Conclusion

As the rapid development of portable electronic devices, it is common that people own more than one
mobile device. While it is potentially vulnerable in small-scale computer networks, little research has
focused on the security and privacy in this particular area. In this paper we proposed a preliminary security
protocol for personal area networks. In our protocol new mobile devices such as laptop computers, PDAs,
cell phones are first introduced into the network after a proximity authentication; returning devices need to
pass an additional history check before being added into the network; each participating device performs
collaborative anomaly detection with a pre-set frequency.
There are a few limitations in this work. First, our protocol only works for personal area networks. In other
words, the assumptions and protocol design would be completely different if the mobile devices were
geographically distributed. Additionally, we did not evaluate the performance of the protocol
implementation, and we leave this as part of our future work. There are a few limitations in our work.

Certain types of attacks, such as denial-of-service, are not discussed in our work. Further, our protocol
design relies on the assumption that the central server is always trusted. We realize that there are possible
attacks against the central server during authentication and collaborative rating processes and plan to
further our study in this general direction, with an eye towards DoS attacks on this protocol in particular.
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